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ABSTRACT - The paper describes the analysis of two transients of loss of flow in a WER-1000
reactor performed with the Plant Analyser ASTRA compared with the data recorded during the same
transients performed at Kozloduy NPP (Bulgaria).
The first transient is a coastdown of one primary loop pump at a power level of about 70%, while the
other 3 pumps continue to run at normal speed. The second transient essentially consists of the
exclusion of one of the two turbine driven feedwater pumps; 38 seconds after the beginning of the
transient, one of the feedwater regulation valves remains stuck open, the level of one steam generator
starts to raise until it reaches the maximum allowed value so that the transient was stopped.
These two transients have been simulated by ASTRA: the attention has been focused on the primary side
behaviour and on the heat transfer models, taking the secondary side parameters as boundary conditions.
The experimental and calculated trends of the addressed parameters are in a good agreement, showing
the capability of ASTRA to properly simulate the analyzed transients.

1. INTRODUCTION - ASTRA is a Plant Analyser specifically devoted to the analysis
of PWR reactor included the VVER-1000 type water reactor [1]. ASTRA simulates the
multi-loop system by modelling the reactor core and vessel, hot and cold leg piping,
steam generator (tube and shell sides), pressurizer, and reactor coolant pumps, with up
to four reactor coolant loops. The pressurizer model includes the effects of pressurizer
heaters, spray, Relief and Safety valves operation. The reactor core model employs a
lumped fuel heat transfer model with point neutron kinetics and includes the reactivity
effects of variations in moderator density, fuel temperature (Doppler), boron
concentration and control rod insertion and withdrawal. The secondary side of the steam
generator is represented by a single volume model (water and steam phase) with a
homogenous, saturated or superheated mixture for thermal transients. The turbine,
condenser, and feedwater heaters are not simulated; instead steam demand and feedwater
flow and enthalpy are input to the code or controlled by specifying certain control
options.
The reactor protection system is simulated bv (he AZ sequence logic.
The engineered safeguard features simulated are the Safety Injection and the
Accumulators Systems, the Feedwater and the Steamline isolation and the Auxiliary
Feed.
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The control systems simulated are rod control, steam dump, and pressurizer and steam
generator pressure control and the Chemical and Volume Control System. Reactor
coolant pumps operation is simulated including the effects of pump coastdown and pump
startup with loop flow reversal allowed.
It provides accelerated time simulation capability through the use of the global
compressibility algorithm.
ASTRA is connected to a graphical interface (with colour animated synoptics) that also
provides the user with the capability to simulate all of the most significant operator
actions allowed in a real plant.
Its characteristics (interactive operator actions , very fast running time and graphical
interface) make ASTRA particularly suited to develop and verify operating and
emergency plant procedures.

In this paper part of the analyses performed to qualify ASTRA models are described,
focusing specifically on the fluidynamic of primary system . Additional analyses are
foreseen in the near future: comparisons with other plant data collected during
operational transients and also comparisons with sophisticated computer program
(RELAP5) for studying transients not recorded in the plants.

2. ASTRA MODEL-The base input deck for both the transients analyzed was prepared
using Kozloduy plant characteristics (where available) and from data of similar VVER-
1000.
The core has been axially subdivided into three regions and the steam generators tubes
into four regions; the hot leg, the cold leg and the vessel outlet plenum have been
subdivided into one, three and two regions respectively.
The pressure drops and the elevations changes along the Reactor coolant pipes circuit
have been evaluated in each section of loops and vessel.
The homologous curves, the rotor inertia with windage and friction terms were included
for the calculation of the pump coastdown transient.
Although the code allows for the simulation of the kinetic of the sensible heat trapped
into the reactor metal structures, the model was not activated due to the short duration
of the analyzed transients (less than 300 seconds).
Heaters, spray and pressure control systems were also taken into account in the
simulation of pressurizer using a model with two-region (steam and water) and three
phases (subcooled ,saturated and superheated).
Forced convection and pool boiling correlations were used for the primary and secondary
side heat transfer coefficients; the evaluation of the secondary side of Steam Generators
was performed with a model that accounts for one region of water and one region of
saturated or superheated steam, the kinetic of which is given by solving the mass and
energy equations. Proper models were also used for the water level calculation and for
the determination of the active (covered) part of steam generators tubes.
In the ASTRA plant analyser the time step of calculation can be selected by the user; in

this study the used value of one second proved a good accuracy with no instability
phenomena.

3. TRANSIENTS ANALYSED -The transients studied were performed in the nuclear
plant of Kozloduy in November 9 and 10 1991 [2].
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The first transient consists of a loss of flow caused by i-..x trip of one of the primary
coolant pumps. Starting from a power level 72 % of the nominal value, the pump of the
third loop was switched off, while the other 3 pumps were continuing to run at normal
speed; at the beginning of the transient the reactor power controller, normally operating
in "T" mode, was switched to the "N" mode and the regulation system allowed the
decreasing of the power from 72 % to 52 % of the nominal value .
During the transient the flow in the core is reduced and the outlet temperature of the
core and primary pressure rises. The power exchanged from the primary to the secondary
side is larger in these conditions, so that also the secondary pressures increase . On the
contrary, the flow in the loop with the stopped pump (the third one) reverses and the
heat exchange in the third steam generator is strongly reduced, contributing to the
primary pressure increasing. The temperature in the hot leg 3 decreases and after about
60 seconds drops below the cold leg temperature, owing to the flow reversal and to the
small heat exchange in the steam generator. At about one minute after the beginning of
the transient, the heat transfer increases in the affected steam generator and at the same
time the core power decreases. These two phenomena essentially cause the decreasing of
the primary pressure and pressurizer level to the initial values and of fluid temperatures
to the values corresponding to the 52 % of core power level. During all the transient the
values of primary pressure and secondary pressures and levels remain below the limits for
the actuation of the protection systems.

The second transient, performed in the Kozloduy plant on November 10, 1991 [3], was
originated by the exclusion of one of the two turbine driven feedwater pumps. Before the
test the core power level was reduced to 72.1 % of the nominal value. The feedwater
pump n° 1 then was excluded, and the flowrate in the pump n° 2 starts to increase
automatically to compensate the loss of flowrate. During the transient the core power
level decreases up to 39 % of the nominal value. In the first 10 seconds of the transient,
there is the decrease of the total feedwater flowrate and consequently of the steam
generators levels , due to the loss of the pump n° 1; the core power level and the
primary pressure are essentially constant, while the secondary side pressures start to
rise, following the decreasing feedwater flow.
As the flowrate in the pump N° 2 continues to rise, the overall inlet flowrate and the
levels increase in the same way in all the steam generators. Thirty-eight seconds after the
beginning of the transient the feedwater control valve of the steam generator N° 1 fails
open (stuck open situation) at 90 %, causing the fast increase of the level in this
generator. The primary side parameters, including pressurizer pressure and level and hot
leg temperatures decrease following the core power level curve. The heat transfer to the
secondary side is reduced. As a consequence of the above and of the secondary side
regulation, secondary pressure decreases, at about 40 seconds. At 110 seconds during
the transient all the plant parameters (except for the level in the first steam generator, i.
e. the affected Steam Generator) are close to the stabilization. When the value of the
level in the affected steam generator reaches the limit for the actuation of the protection
system (level equal to 2.6 meters), the steam lines were isolated and the transient was
interrupted.

4. RESULTS - Both the transients were run with the ASTRA Plant Analyser and the
results were compared with the data available from plant records.
The first transient was run with the following boundary conditions:
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the variation of the core power as a function of the time;
the variation of the feedwater conditions (flowrate and enthalpy) in each steam
generator;
steam pressure in each steam generator.

The initiating event of the transient (coastdown of primary pump of third loop) and the
pump coastdown has been well reproduced (Fig. 1).
The measured trend of primary pressure is reproduced qualitatively well by ASTRA (Fig.
2). The initial increase is slightly underestimated (error less than 1 bar), while the
subsequent decrease occurs about ten seconds later and with a minimum pressure value
that is roughly 3 bar lower than the experimental one. The behaviour of pressurizer level
(Fig. 3) is well reproduced in the first 30 seconds of the transient, then the level decrease
is predicted a little earlier by ASTRA and at the end of transient the two curves differs
for about 20 centimetres.
The hot and cold leg temperatures (Figs. 4 to 11) are in a quite good agreement with the
experimental ones. The temperature decrease in the third hot leg is well predicted,
although it is anticipated of about 25 seconds (this discrepancy is probably due to plant
instrument lag that has not been taken into account and also to the unknown instrument
position that caused that the transit time was not properly accounted for). ASTRA
predicts the same behaviour for all the unaffected loops, while in the real transient the
second loop trend differs from the other for the absence of the initial temperature
increase. However, the difference among the measured hot leg temperature values is less
than 2 °C . The cold legs behaviour is quite well predicted; only in the third loop there is
a difference of about 2 °C, between measured and predicted values.

The second transient was performed imposing the same boundary conditions as in the
first one.
The calculated trend of primary pressure (Fig. 12) is in a good agreement with respect to
the measured one in the first part of the transient; in the second part, ASTRA starts to
underestimate the pressure, reaching a minimum value that is 2 bar lower than the
measured one.
The comparison between measured and calculated hot leg temperatures (measured cold
leg temperatures were not provided), shows a quite good agreement (see Figs. 13 to 16),
especially in the fourth loop, although in the last part of the transient ASTRA calculation
underestimates the temperature of about 4 °C in the worst case (loop 3).
The pressurizer level (Fig. 17) is well predicted, while the steam generators levels
(Figs. 18 to 21) present several discrepancies. The calculated levels have the same
behaviour in all the steam generators, showing a small increase in the first 5 seconds and
almost constant behaviour in the rest of the transient. The rise of the level in the first
steam generator, that characterises this transient, is underestimated by ASTRA. Also in
the other steam generators, especially in the second part of the transient, the calculated
level value is 30 centimetres lower than the measured value. The fourth steam generator
behaviour is better predicted.

5. CONCLUSIONS - Comparison between <• ,.\••, obtained from the Kozloduy NPP and
the data evaluated by the ASTRA Plant Ar :.cr during two transients, coastdown of
one primary loop pump and coastdown of one feedwater pump, have shown the
capability of ASTRA to correctly predict plant data with emphasis on primary loop.
Differences between measured and predicted values in temperatures, pressures and levels
of primary system are within a few percent.
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Figure 1 - Pump Speed Figure 3 - Level in the Pressurizer
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Figure 2 - Primary Pressure Figure 4 - Temperature in the hot leg 1
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Figure 5 - Temperature in the hot leg 2
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Figure - 7 Temperature in the hot leg 4 Figure 10 - Temperature in cold leg 3
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Figure 11 - Temperature in the cold leg 4 Figure 14 -Temperature in hot leg 2
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Figure 12 - Primary system pressure
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Figure 16 - Temperature in hot leg 4
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Figure 17 - Pressurizer Level
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Figure 19 - Level in SG 2
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